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Word of the Day: Korean
App Store Description: Become the smartest amonf your friends now....Learn one new words every day. As simple as that...
There’re thousands of words we don’t know the meaning. Professional Korean language tutors and lecturers gathereed to hand
pick the most interesting words for you to develop your vocabulary.
-Become smarter by knowing the words that only nerds use
-Act as intellectual being able to use them correctly in right situation
-Become sexier by impressing other people wiht your speech
-Show how eloquent you are by challenging your friends to guess the meaning or simply share the words with the world
-New word attack every day - stable growth for your vocabulary
Scientists say that if to learn one new Korean word each day your brain acts faster and feels healthier.
Rating: 4.5/5 stars, 67 Reviews
App Reviews:
• Would be perfect if you could toggle off the romanji, as t’s very distracting. It completely spoils the answers to all of the
questions and is hindering for those of us that want to become more proficient with reading
• I especially love there are a few sample sentances included with the word. Good sentence practice!
Only two of the reviews would show up---so here is a look at the reviews of the same app in the other languages offered
Same app from the developer in French, German, Spanish, Japanese, Italian, English, Russian, Thai, Hindi, Chinese
Reviews from the same app in other language:
• I’m not the smartest guy in the world but when I look for word of the day apps I like for my words to be a little more
sophisticated. There is no way to modify the difficulty in any way. Everything else is fine but whatever word pool the are
puling from is trash beyond belief. I do not reccommend this app to anyone over the age of 5.
• It is very good app that gives multiple examples, because still at times I don’t understand the way to use it in a sentence
in Japanese so they are helpful. The thing that needs improvement is that when I am using the app it often gives me a
notification, saying the word of the day and the notification is actually from the day before. (Developer’s response:”....I want
the user to need to learn that word again before continuing to a new word.”)
• The app is straightfoward and habit forming. The number of phrases are adequate, but not burden some. Only problem is
that sometimes the audio doesn’t load, and as a learner would like the syllables stressed.
• App sends the same word everyday to your notifications. You have to open the app to get your correct word or else the
same notification with the same old word reappears day after day.
• The word hasn’t changed in 2 weeks since I downloaded. (Developer response: “You need to open the app every day to be
able to receive new vocabulary)
• Couldn’t hear the pronounciation.
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Competition
I couldn’t find any direct competition (other WOD apps for the Korean language) but there are some for other languages.
ASL Word of the Day
3.6/5 Stars, 33 Reviews
I love having the ability to learn one word a day, and slowly piece together my
vocabulary without being too overwhelmed with new aspects of language
This app has no notification settings. So I have to remember everyday to go in the
app to look for the day’s word.I checked this app, I tested few videos of signs but
I noticed that this person wasn’t correct with her movement of hands in some ASL
words. This made me, as a deaf person, not like the app.
Makes you watch the video on YouTube instead of in the app...inconvenient
You can only choose from like 20 words to put as your words of the day. It doesn’t
walk you through it at all so overall confusing.
Word of the Day: Learn English
4.8/5 Stars, 19k reviews
I really like this app and the widget that goes with it. I love words. This app is my brain
candy. It looks well, sonuds well and interesting words are frequent and consistent. What
is making me lower my rating is feeling hounded to review the app every single time I
open it. Even though I’ve rated it before.
It has a handy little calendar, a separate list of inspired words alphabetically and a
recording of each word to hear it’s pronounciation. I have an have used a thousand apps
and they are too complicated or have too many pop up ads...no bling here!
This app does what it says, it isn’t complicated. It does have nice features though. You
can favorite words, and the access them later. You can see a list of the most popular
favorited words, you can flip back to words at least a year or two ago. Suggestion:
Choose harder/less known words. Especially ones geared towards AP exams?
Not only does it give you a new word everyday, you can go back and look at past days
and it has a search function
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Inspo
Type/Color Study
I believe the app currently uses either Arial or something similar for their body copy and Arial rounded for their logo....
neither of which I mind. Arial is easy to read and the roundedness of the letters make it a little more playful, it doesn’t push
you away from studying. The current colors are just red and blue (with white and black) which I assume are to match the
colors of the Korean flag. Korea also has five colors that are associated with the the five elements of traditional korea,
which are those four colors plus yellow (오방색: red blue yellow, black, white). So I kind of wanted to stick with these colors,
especially the blue, maybe in a lighter tint, as it is a bit more calming... i don’t want anyone to be too stressed.

WORD OF THE DAY
Arial

WORD OF THE DAY
Arial Rounded MT Bold

WORD OF THE DAY
Quicksand Bold

WORD OF THE DAY
Table Gothic

WORD OF THE DAY
Raleway

WORD OF THE DAY

The woman went to the store to buy grapes.
Avenir Next

The woman went to the store to buy grapes.
Libre Franklin

The woman went to the store to buy grapes.
Fira Sans

The woman went to the store to buy grapes.
Helvetica

The woman went to the store to buy grapes.
Montserat

The woman went to the store to buy grapes.

Optima

Myriad Pro

WORD OF THE DAY

The woman went to the store to buy grapes.

Open Sans Bold

Vardana

WORD OF THE DAY
Gill Sans Semi Bold

Inspiration found on Pinterest link: https://www.pinterest.com/spncir/word-of-the-day-inspo/
I know quizlet is a pretty popular app for studying vocab terms and using it as an online flashcard resourse so I took a look at
their mobile app as well as the latest mobile designs on Pinterest.
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Final
These are the main screens of the final design. the full prototype and all screens can be found at
https://xd.adobe.com/view/1c33c29b-f53f-47d0-5631-b21c17e2c4be-6a02/?fullscreen&hints=off
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